THE NEXT GENERATION NISSAN JUKE catches the eye from every angle. Its dynamic design and sporty styling make a powerful statement wherever it goes. Advanced technology - including ProPILOT* driving assistance - will help keep you safe, connected and entertained for thrilling urban adventures. THERE’S A NEW KID IN TOWN.

*ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assist technology but cannot prevent collisions. ProPILOT is intended for “Eyes on/Hands On” for Highways only (road separated by Barriers). It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be able to take control of the vehicle at any time.
TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT YOU.

The New Nissan Juke gives you a better ride through life, with advanced Nissan Intelligent Mobility technology giving you more confidence and more connections to the world around you. ProPILOT technology moves with you, silently adapting to the way you drive. It can keep you centered in your lane, speed up, slow down and even bring you to a halt in traffic.

(1) Not all features are available on all grades. ProPILOT is standard from DCT Tekna and an option on DCT N-Connecta.

*ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assist technology but cannot prevent collisions. ProPILOT is intended for "Eyes on/ Hands On" for Highways only (road separated by Barriers). It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be able to take control of the vehicle at any time.
CATCH EVERY EYE

Every detail of the New Nissan Juke's exterior is made to be looked at. Inspired by the dynamic boldness of the original Juke and Nissan sporting heritage, its style was designed to turn heads, with 19" alloys* it has a strong presence, making a statement that you've arrived.

*Not all features are available on all grades. 19" alloys are standard from Tekna grade and are an option on N-Connecta grade.
The New Nissan Juke’s interior is designed around you – with high-quality finishes, ergonomic controls and ambient lighting designed to put you in the mood for driving.

The intuitive, layered cockpit design helps to keep you safe, in control and ready to enjoy the ride.

**FIND YOUR PASSION**

*LARGE, CLEAR TFT INSTRUMENT PANEL*

New Nissan Juke’s Advanced Drive-Assist Display puts the information you need right where you need it.

*available from Acenta grade upwards.

*4.2” TFT panel on Visia and Acenta grades,
7” TFT from N-Connecta grade upwards.
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PROPILOT*. THE FUTURE IS NOW

With Nissan ProPILOT, you’re never on your own. Standard from DCT Tekna and an option on DCT N-Connecta, it’s always working in the background, keeping an eye on the road. You just drive the way you always drive, but know that the New Nissan Juke is ready to help with braking, steering or accelerating to keep you safe, on track and in control when it really counts.

*ProPilot technology is designed to support the driver; it is not a substitute for proper driving procedures and continuous road awareness.
Always drive carefully, always pay attention to the road and conditions around you. See Owner’s Manual for details.

KEEPS AN EYE ON THE FLOW OF TRAFFIC
CAN EVEN BRING YOU TO A COMPLETE STOP
MAINTAINS YOUR PRE-SET SPEED AND DISTANCE
HELPS TO KEEP YOU CENTERED IN YOUR LANE
ACCELERATES FOR YOU
BRAKES FOR YOU
It can bring you to a complete stop and then bring you back up to speed when traffic starts moving again.

It helps to keep you in the middle of your lane.
It adjusts your speed to maintain a safe distance from the vehicle in front.
It can bring you to a complete stop and then bring you back up to speed when traffic starts moving again.

*ProPilot technology is designed to support the driver; it is not a substitute for proper driving procedures and continuous road awareness.
Always drive carefully, always pay attention to the road and conditions around you. See Owner’s Manual for details.
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FRONT CAMERA
Get a combined front and overhead view for perfect parking

AROUND VIEW MONITOR
Get a virtual 360° birds' eye view whilst manoeuvring

LEFT SIDE CAMERA
Flick the switch to see the kerb

REAR CAMERA
See what's right behind you

INTELLIGENT AROUND VIEW MONITOR*
PARK LIKE A Pro**

If you hate parking, you'll love the New Nissan Juke. The Around View Monitor gives you a 360° view of your car, with selectable focus on the front, rear and kerbside view to help you park with confidence and control.

*Around View Monitor is standard from Tekna grade and an option on N-Connecta grade.
**You should not rely solely on driver convenience features. Some features may not work in all conditions and circumstances. Speed and other limitations apply.
A SMARTER ROAD AHEAD.
The New Nissan Juke is packed with intelligent driving technologies designed to help you move through life with more confidence, more excitement and more connection with the world around you.

INTELLIGENT EMERGENCY BRAKING
WITH PEDESTRIAN RECOGNITION*
Brakes to reduce low-speed collisions with vehicles, pedestrians or cyclists.

BLIND SPOT INTERVENTION(1)
Alerts you if there’s a vehicle in the blind spot area on either side of the car and brings you back into line to avoid collisions.

TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION*
Keeps you up to date with the latest speed limit by detecting road signs as you go.

INTELLIGENT LANE INTERVENTION*
Keeps you in the centre of your lane, and stops you if you start to drift across the white line.

HIGH BEAM ASSIST*
Automatically switches to low beam headlights when it detects a vehicle ahead and turns the high beam back on when needed.

6 STANDARD AIR BAGS
When a collision is unavoidable, Nissan’s Zone Body Construction helps absorb the impact, while the advanced seat belt and air bag systems help protect passengers.

*You should not rely solely on driver convenience features. Some features may not work in all conditions and circumstances. Speed and other limitations apply.

(1) Blind Spot intervention is available as standard from Tekna grade and is an option on N-Connecta.
Drive Modes*

Select 'ECO' for enhanced fuel efficiency, 'Standard' for the best balance between fuel efficiency and performance, or 'Sport' for maximum driving pleasure.

A Smile on Your Face

From the responsiveness of its lightweight turbocharged engine to quick reaction shifting, from the rigid, ultra-high strength steel chassis to the sporty steering and suspension, new Nissan Juke handles like a dream. Add technologies and drive modes to maximise precision and control then check that smile on your face!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGINE</th>
<th>FUEL</th>
<th>OUTPUT (PS)</th>
<th>DRIVE</th>
<th>TRANSMISSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIG-T 117</td>
<td>PETROL</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>FRONT</td>
<td>6-SPEED MANUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIG-T 117</td>
<td>PETROL</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>FRONT</td>
<td>7-SPEED AUTOMATIC DCT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paddle Shift. Responsive paddle gear change for a more fun, more engaging driving experience.

Manual or DCT Transmission. 6-speed manual Transmission or automatic, 7-speed Dual-Clutch Transmission for smooth, quick gear changes and manual mode for total control.

Intelligent Trace Control

Keeps you on the right track by applying the brakes to each wheel independently.

Intelligent Ride Control

Delivers a smoother ride by controlling the engine and brakes to avoid pitching when accelerating and over bumps.

* Drive Modes are standard from N-Connecta grade upwards.

For the engine performance data such as CO2 emission and fuel consumption, please refer to model technical data sheet available in the brochure and in the dealership.
SAFETY AND CAR HEALTH
In trouble? Alerts and reports tell you what’s wrong and your new Nissan Juke can even call for immediate assistance in the event of an emergency thanks to the E-CALL SYSTEM.

Scan the code to download the NissanConnect Services app and connect it to your New Nissan Juke now.

SAFETY AND CAR HEALTH

NAVIGATION & DRIVING
Turn-by-turn navigation including send to car and points of interest gets you where you need to go. Insights including fuel consumption and average speed can help you drive even better.

CONNECTIVITY
Connect your Android or iOS device for seamless connectivity including voice control. Access your favourite music, messaging and other apps to stay informed and entertained.

CONVENIENCE AND COMFORT
Access remote services including journey planning from the NissanConnect Services app. And if you ever need help, Nissan Assistance is just a click away.

E-CALL SYSTEM This electronic safety system will automatically call emergency services in case of a road accident anywhere in Europe.
*Not all features available on all grades, and NissanConnect Services are available from Acenta grade upwards.
INTELLIGENT. INTELLIGENT. INTELLIGENT.

When inside your car, connect your phone to start using your preferred apps thanks to Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto®*. When away from your vehicle, you can keep an eye on your Juke, even locking or unlocking it remotely.

* Apple CarPlay® is a trademark of Apple Inc. Apple CarPlay device requirements: iPhone 5 or later (lightning connector) and iOS 8.3 or later and needs to be connected via USB. Android Auto® is designed to work with Android phones running 5.0 (Lollipop) or higher and needs to be connected via USB.

GOOGLE ASSISTANT + WIFI

- Google Assistant Compatibility
- Remote Control Services
- Apple CarPlay & Android Auto
- In-Car Internet

GOOGLE ASSISTANT COMPATIBILITY
Add your new Nissan Juke as a paired device to get information about your vehicle and control it with your voice.

REMOTE CONTROL SERVICES
Use NissanConnect Services app to control your car’s doors and headlights remotely. For instance you can ask Google to lock your new Nissan Juke.

IN-CAR INTERNET
Use your car as a WiFi hotspot to connect to the internet on board. Let’s go!

APPLE CARPLAY & ANDROID AUTO*
Plug in your smartphone and access all the things you love such as your music and text messages safely.

YOUR MUSIC, YOUR WAY
Use Bluetooth streaming audio or the USB input to play music directly from your smartphone.

*Apple CarPlay® is a trademark of Apple Inc. Apple CarPlay device requirements: iPhone 5 or later (lightning connector) and iOS 8.3 or later and needs to be connected via USB. Android Auto® is designed to work with Android phones running 5.0 (Lollipop) or higher and needs to be connected via USB.
SOUNDTRACK YOUR ADVENTURE

Feel every curve, every straight, every beat. New Nissan Juke offers premium connected audio including Bose® Personal® Plus audio. The comfortable, ergonomic monof orm sports seats feature inbuilt headrest speakers for both the driver and passenger. They bring you even closer to the music, allowing you to customise your music, your mood and more.

CHOOSE YOUR PREFERRED LEVEL OF IMMERSION WITH BOSE® PERSONAL SPACE™ CONTROL:

FORWARD FRONTAL STAGE
For incredible clarity and depth. Like the band is performing just for you.

SURROUND SOUND
Lose yourself in the music with a wider, more surrounding experience.

FULL IMMERSION
Deep, expansive sound to take your music to the next level.

*Not all features are available on all grades. Bose sounds system is available from Tekna grade.
MORE ROOM TO ENJOY

The New Nissan Juke is designed for real life. That means plenty of storage for your phones, drinks and other items, around the cabin. Plus front and rear USB ports* to help you stay juiced up.

* rear USB port is standard from N-Connecta grade upwards.
AS ADAPTABLE AS YOU ARE

The New Nissan Juke is proof that you can mix fun with practicality. It’s designed to make it easier to get your stuff in and out, and to carry wide, long and bulky items like furniture boxes and luggage with ease, thanks to the adjustable luggage board.
**MAKE IT YOURS**

There’s only one thing more exciting than a new Nissan Juke, and that’s YOUR new Nissan Juke. Make it your own with your choice of colours, wheels and interiors. The New Nissan Juke Tekna+ offers optimum personalisation both inside and out, plus 19” wheels and a stylish two-tone roof.

### Exterior Personalisations

- **15 combinations of two-tone body colours** mean you can express yourself like never before, with exciting interior colours to match.

#### Rear Bumper Finisher

- **19" AKARI Alloy Wheels**
- **Front Bumper Finishers**
- **Front Lip Finisher**
- **Side Skirt Finishers**

### Interior Personalisation Packs

**ENERGY ORANGE**
- Dynamic orange accents for a sporty touch

**LIGHT GREY**
- Light grey accents for more character

**ENIGMA BLACK**
- Full black interior for maximum style

---

There’s only one thing more exciting than a new Nissan Juke, and that’s YOUR new Nissan Juke. Make it your own with your choice of colours, wheels and interiors. The New Nissan Juke Tekna+ offers optimum personalisation both inside and out, plus 19” wheels and a stylish two-tone roof.

### Interior Personalisation Packs

**ENERGY ORANGE**
- Dynamic orange accents for a sporty touch

**LIGHT GREY**
- Light grey accents for more character

**ENIGMA BLACK**
- Full black interior for maximum style
MORE JUKE. MORE YOU.

Nissan Accessories are designed to bring advanced technology, dynamism and elegance to your New Juke. Do more, go further and enjoy our Juke Accessory range.

1- ROOF MOUNTED BIKE CARRIER  
2- MUDGUARDS (FRONT & REAR)  
3- INTERIOR LIGHT KIT, FRONT, REAR, TRUNK  
4- CHILD SEAT DUO PLUS  
5- ALUMINIUM LOAD CARRIER WITH QUICK FIX  
6- MATS (VELOUR, LUXURY, RUBBER)  
7- REVERSIBLE TRUNKLINER  
8- SMARTPHONE HOLDER (MAGNETIC)  
9- REMOVABLE TOWBAR  
10- ILLUMINATED ENTRY GUARD (FRONT ONLY)  
11- BIKE CARRIER TOWBAR MOUNTED
AT NISSAN, WE FOCUS ON QUALITY.

We build in quality from the outset, meticulously conceiving each car to make them more comfortable and more durable through innovative design, intelligent technology and thoughtful details inspired by you.

SAFETY*

We work with our intelligent driving systems to constantly look out for you and help you avoid any mishaps for a bolder, more confident driving experience day after day. Our Around View Monitor** uses 4 cameras to give you a virtual birds eye view of your car in its surroundings.

EXTREME RELIABILITY

We push our cars to the limit to guarantee their daily performance and reliability. We travel millions of kilometres in pre-production tests, open and close doors and bonnets thousands of times a day and use real volcanic dust from Japan to test window resistance.

*You should not rely solely on driver convenience features. Some features may not work in all conditions and circumstances. Speed and other limitations may apply.

**Around view monitor is available as standard from Tekna grade upwards and is an option on N-Connecta grade.

At Nissan, we focus on quality.
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, ANYTHING. JUST CALL 0330 123 1231 AND WE’LL BE RIGHT THERE.

*at participating dealers only.

Please visit https://www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/customer-promise.html. Terms and conditions apply.

AT NISSAN, YOU BRING OUT THE BEST IN US.

You spark our imagination. You provoke our ingenuity. You inspire us to change the rules and innovate. And at Nissan, innovation is not just about additions and extensions; it’s about crossing the line to reinvent the status quo. It’s about developing unexpected solutions to satisfy your wildest and most pragmatic desires. At Nissan, we design cars, accessories and services that break the mould - making the practical exciting and the exciting practical to offer you a more exhilarating driving experience everyday.

Nissan Service Plans are the best way to maintain your Nissan Juke. Your Nissan dealer can offer you a range of affordable plans all at a fixed price giving you peace of mind. By purchasing a service plan, you will be protected against price inflation on parts and labour giving you total budget control.

Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the standard 3-year or 60,000 miles warranty for a longer period of time or mileage. Select the option which best suits your needs.

THERE’S NO TIME LIMIT ON HOW LONG YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM OUR PROMISES.
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A NEW JUKE FROM US, WE’LL LOOK AFTER YOU, FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN IT.
THAT IS OUR PROMISE.

FREE MOBILITY SOLUTION
We promise to keep you mobile whilst your car is being serviced. Book in advance and we’ll ensure that a free (the exception of a charge for insurance) courtesy car is available for you. We even have electric cars available at select service points and a range of other transport solutions to suit your needs.

SERVICE PRICE MATCH
We promise to deliver the highest care for your Nissan thanks to the expertise of Nissan trained teams and the use of Nissan genuine parts. We simply know best how to service your Nissan. And to guarantee best value-for-money, Nissan will price match like-for-like quotes within 10km of your local dealer.

FREE VEHICLE HEALTH CHECK
We promise to give you peace of mind by providing a free vehicle health check prior to any work being carried out, so you know exactly what needs to be done and how much it will cost. All our prices are also fully accessible online and at our dealers.

CONTINUOUS ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
We promise to give you peace of mind by providing Roadside Assistance for free every time you service your car with us.

SERVICE PLANS
Nissan Service Plans are the best way to maintain your Nissan Juke. Your Nissan dealer can offer you a range of affordable plans all at a fixed price giving you peace of mind. By purchasing a service plan, you will be protected against price inflation on parts and labour giving you total budget control.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
A Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the standard 3-year or 60,000 miles warranty for a longer period of time or mileage. Select the option which best suits your needs.

A Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the standard 3-year or 60,000 miles warranty for a longer period of time or mileage. Select the option which best suits your needs.

NISSAN JUKE WARRANTY & SERVICING INTERVALS
3 YEAR OR 60,000 MILES (WHICHEVER COMES SOONER). FOR FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER.

ANNUALLY OR EVERY 12,500 MILES (WHICHEVER COMES SOONER). FOR FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER.
Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. We’re using new technologies to transform cars from mere driving machines into partners. Together the journey is more confident, connected, and exciting, whether it’s cars that share the task of driving with you, or highways that charge your electric vehicles as you go along. It’s all in the very near future. And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

visit our website at: www.nissan.co.uk
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